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Note: This assessment includes the topics (Rhyming Words, Segmentation, 

Silent Letters, Naming Words, Describing Words, Pronouns).

Total Marks: 50

Q1.(a) Write the words into phoneme segmentation. /5
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(b) Write 3 rhyming word of the given words. /5
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chin

hair

fog

foot

man

fan

pen

tip

bag
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Q2.(a) Colour the naming words in the given sentences.
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/5

(b) Look at the pictures and write the silent letter. /5

1. I live in Lahore.

2. I have a pet dog.

3. My brother likes to eat pizza.

4. Farhan is my best friend.

5. Her house is very beautiful.

___nee com___

___rist cha___k
lam___
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Q3.(a) Fill in the blanks with suitable words.

1. He can run _________________. ( big , fast )

2. My frock is _________________. ( red , slow )

3. She has _________________ pencils. ( three , fat )

4. I have _________________ ruler. ( long , slow )

5. That building is very ____________. ( thin , tall )

Worksheet # 3

/5

(b) Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with pronouns. /5

1. _________________ are playing in the ground.

2. _________________ is my english teacher.

3. _________________ am eating burger.

4. _________________ were in our class.

5. _________________ is very good blanket.
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Q4.(a) Look at the pictures and write the words which describing them.

Worksheet # 4

/5

(b) Make the correct words with the given letters. /5

________________ sun

________________ grass

________________ umbrella

________________ ball

________________ giraffe
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Q5.(a) Read the word bank and write the words in the related boxes.

Worksheet # 5

/8

(b) Write the sentences of the given. /2

Pakistan , Amna , elephant , pencil , park 

cat , flowers , father

person thing place animal

boat:

glass:


